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The Press and Black Elected Officials
at Three Levels of Public Office

This paper examines three aspects of the relationship of black leadership

and white press: black c-ected officials' MOO views on press coverage of the

black community and on their own dealings with or treatment by the press, and

their use of the news media for job-related needs.

In order to include varying degrees of press contact and orientation toward

public office and the press, we surveyed, by mail, blacks from three levels of

elective office, including samples from: the more than 1,300 black school board

representatives; the more than 250 black mayors; and the more than 300 black

state legislators.1

But as comprehensive as the study sounds, its results should be viewed

primarily as suggestive of future research. Despite three mailings, we were

unable to achieve desirable response rates. Only a third of the contacted offic-

ials responded, a disappointing rate by any standard, but one familiar to those

who study political officeholders.

The White Press Covers the Black Community

The 1968 Kerner Commission blamed some of the nation's civil disorder on

inaccurate and distorted press portrayals of blacks and black concerns, and

called for new sensitivity and increased newsroom presence for blacks.2

Examining 1950-1980 coverage of blacks, Martindale said the civil rights

movement, "and perhaps also the hiring of more minority reporters, made the

papers' managements more aware of the concerns of black Americans." But if some

researchers found "more, and more even-handed, media coverage of blacks," criti-

cism remained that news coverage was "inadequate, unrepresentative and unfavor-

able. It: 3. For example, blacks thought papers did not report enough good news

about blacks, and did not treat blacks fairly, particularly in crime coverage.4

Because a BEO is both the focus of news coverage and a "sounding bcard" for



black community reaction to press performance, the EEOif not an expert--has a

unique vantage for assessing performance of white-owned community newspapers.

The White Press Covers the Black Elected Official

How would a BEO describe his/her own press relations? We anticipate an

answer of, "It depends," because that relationship has several dimensions. A BED

ishioffice a press adversary, as described in normative government-press

theories.5 Tradition and public imagination, 6
professional journalists, and the

public official culture7 have long maintained this adversary view.

Some relationships are more cozy,8 even symbiotic,9 with press serving the

official's need to reach the publicl° "to build electoral constituencies, to

test reactions to policies and to mobilize program support. "11 And officials,

editors and publishers may be members of the community power elite.12

But these simple "obstacle/vehicle" or "combat/cozy cooperation" distinc-

tions based on uffice may be less important than simple press "fairness" because

BEOs represent a minority that, though it comprises about 11% of the U.S.

population, holds fewer than 1.5% of elected offices.13

Chaudhary wrote, "Black elected officials are increasingly complaining

about harassment and the lack of positive coverage by the media." She found

stories on black leaders, though longer than white leader stories, presented

blacks negatively and were placed in less desirable locations.14

The BEO's relations with the press are far more complex than "watchdog-

lapdog" cliches permit, encompassing official and personal dimensions, "press as

'adversary"' and "press as 'vehicle "' dimensions, and the majority-racial min-

ority dimension. That relationship is not exclusively a reporter-source one

(whether "watchdog-adversary" or symbiotic) nor exclusively a black-white one.

The Black Elected Official Uses the News Media

But whatever his/her views of press performance and fairness, the BEO is a

decision maker. What value are these "imperfect" news media in decision making?
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First, any elected official might use the news media as sources of soma

kinds of job-related information: e.g., to track public sentiment and learn

"which way the wind is blowing" in the statehouse or, locally, in city hall.

After all, Dunn called the press an "instant poll" serving "a substantial

linkage function," providing news of public thinking15 and enabling Congressmen

"to order their priorities."16 biers call news media "opinion-to- policy link-

age mechanismsu17 tying electorate to elected, 18 and transmitting "the systemic

agenda of community concerns..19

Others see news media as a forum facilitating community consensus.2° Con-

flicts between groups and public opinion are thus spotlighted and brought to the

attention of the public's elected officials.21

Dunn also described state officials tracking their own agencies in the

press,22 and Matthews23 and Key24 described a similar Washington phenomenon.

Yet legislators often call news media relatively unimportant sources of

job-decision information because of specialized information needs created by

complex issues.25 Used more for decision information26 are purposive but read-

ily available "insider" sources (lobbyists,27 expert colleagues28 or committee

members).29 Mayors, city administrators 30 and Washington officials also credit

media coverage with only a minimal impact on decisions they make.31 Alabama

legislators recently rated news media behind these insiders for both job-deci-

sion information and for non-decision needs--tracking capital or statehouse

activities, local constituent concerns and public opinion.32

Why a minor role for news media? Antipathy toward the press may preclude

use of troublesome adversaries. Ironically, the adversary posture may diminish

media ability to link public and public servant.

Cohen said policy makers take "more out of the press than any one of them

readily admits to, or may even be aware of. "33 For example, Florida legislators
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were "more willing to admit a neutral, surveillance role for the press than a

guidance role that usurps prerogatives."34 Concern with image or style35 pre-

cludes acknowledging that an important policy decision was affected by the mere

news media.36

Research Questions

This study explored the relationship between black leadership and the news

media by examining several research questions:

1. How do BEOs evaluate white press coverage of the black community?

2. According to BEOs, how might the white press improve coverage of the
black community?

3. How do BEOs evaluate their treatment by the white press?

4. How do BEOs evaluate their relationship with news media personnel?

5. How do BEOs use the news media for job related needs?

6. Because the sample design involves three levels of public office, what
between-level differences are there on these variables (Q.1 -5, above)?

Method

The Samples. All 387 black state legislators were mailed questionnaires,37

but "undeliverables" pared the population to 343. Only 33% (113) were com-

pleted. The sample underrepresents some Deep South states but does not differ

significantly from the population in regional representativeness.38

All 289 black mayors were mailed questionnaires, but only 247 were deliv-

erable. Only 32% (80) were returned. The sample underrepresents several indi-

vidual states, but regional representativeness does not differ significantly

from the population.39

All 1,427 black school board members were mailed questionnaires, but only

1,292 questionnaires were deliverable. Only 359 responded, and respondents from

Southern states were badly--and significantly--underrepresented.4°

The Measures. Five-point Likert-type items (responses ranged from "Strong-

ly Disagree" to "Strongly Agree") were used to measure respondent views on
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performance of "the major white-owned newspaper" in the community. Use of news

media for job-relevant information was self-reported, utilizing statements41

asking: "To what exteiii: do each of the following provide (one of four

information types)?" Each statement was followed by a list of specific sources

(i.e., newspapers, television, and radio). Measurement was via a five-interval

scale (values ranged from 'Not at All Useful" to "Very Useful").

These self-repoted ratings are of course only an indirect measure of BEDS'

actual consulting or searching--or even passive processing of the media for

job-relevant information. Moreover, the information types do not exhaust the

range of professional information needs. Three of them tap a range of important

needs suggested in the literature: keeping tabs on constituents' concerns,

discovering "which way the wind is blowing" in the capital or at city hall, and

making a decision. For comparison, the fourth information type dealt with media

usefulness "for personal matters."

Findings and Discussion

Table One's demographic profile of the three samples reveals few differ-

ences. Only party identification indicated any major contrast, with Democrats

the party for nearly all the legislators but only three-fourths of the mayors.

When community size is examined, however, a marked contrast is evident

(chi-square=118.73, 4 d.f., p<.0001). Black mayors tended to be from smaller

communities (fewer than 25,000 residents),42 while legislators lived in communi-

ties with more than 100,000 residents. School board members were distributed

more evenly across the three size categories.

These size contrasts may indicate critical differences in "the press" a

respondent is evaluating; "the press" to a small-town mayor is quite different

from "the press" in a large city or metro area.

Table Two reports percentages agreeing (combined "agree" and "strongly
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agree") and mean agreement with items on coverage of the black community. For

between-sample comparisons, oneway analysis of variance was used, with a post

hoc least significant between-means differences test if the overall F was signi-

ficant at the p=.05 level.

Fewer than a fourth of the BEOs agreed that the local white-owned press

"does a good job in providing news coverage of the black community," though

mayors were slightly more "pro-press2' Seven of ten agreed that the local paper

"fails to report a number of stories of interest and importance to blacks," with

legislator agreement significantly greater.

Seventy percent agreed that the white press misunderstands "issues that

involve blacks," and few believe the newspaper publisher cares about those

issues. The latter is a telling point, given that only one BEO in four believed

white readers would complain if the paper increased its black coverage. By

dismissing the argument that black news alienates white readers, BEGS defuse the

argument that sglect of black news is "what the (white) public wants"; res-

ponsibility for neglect must rest in the publisher's office.

Black legislators were significantly less likely to agree that white reader

complaints would follow enhanced attention to black news. This may represent an

even more focused indictment of the newspaper, again because it indicates legis-

lator disbelief that news coverage neglect of the black community can be ex-

plained away as "purely an economic decision" in large metropolitan communities.

While between-sample differences are intriguing, we need to emphasize the

unanimity of response on most items for BEOs in elected offices, from different

size communities, etc.

Table Two shows that most BEOs also perceive discrimination, if not neg-

lect, in press coverage of blacks across an array of areas, including public

office, crime, business and industry, education, and the professions. Com-

plaints of discriminatory treatment in crime are not new; the extent to which
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BEOs believe blacks even in high-status professions such as law and medicine--

and elected office--are treated unfairly adds an important qualifier to those

complaints.

What would improve black news coverage? Table Three presents BEO views on

how to improve coverage of the black community. A full 91% agreed that in-

creased contact with black community leaders would help. A majority endorsed

use of black readership surveys, increased contact with black elected officials,

and the Kerner Commission's greater "newsroom presence" for blacks. Legislators

were significantly greater advocates of hiring more black reporters and editors,

and of the paper's assigning a black reporter to cover his/her office.

Again, the significant difference may be attributable to the community size

located by each sample; legislators are from larger communities where the sheer

size of the black community and the volume and complexity of black news demand

more black journalists. The suggestion is not that black journalists be em-

ployed only because being black helps the paper fulfill a coverage obligation to

the black community; instead, increased black presence Innot help but make the

news organization more sensitive, if not sympathetic, to black issues.

Respondents were unwilling to agree that a separate black Lews page or a

regularly contributed column by the BEO would improve coverage. Legislators were

slightly more likely to endorse the column idea, and significantly more likely

than school board members to suggest that the paper contact them more often for

stories. Many, many newspapers do, of course, publish columns from congressmen

on a regular basis.

The BEO's generally unfavorable view of his/her own relationship with the

press is explored in Table Four. Only 40% of BEX)s- -but only 33% of legisla-

tors--think the paper is "interested in disseminating favorable news" about the

BEO's office, while 80% described the press as more interested in reporting

7
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controversy.

But despite that negative view, more agreed that the community press had

helped the than agreed the press had hindered them. The faint praise notwith-

standing, few BEOs credited the press with "a good job in providing news cov-

erage" of their office. School board members, however, were significantly more

positive in their response. Perhaps if they received the media "attention" of a

mayor or legislator, they would be les positive.

Table Four also presents BEOs' essentially negative views on the fairness

of press coverage. Fewer than a third agreed they received "fair and accurate

commentary" from opinion columnists, a complaint no doubt voiced by many elected

officials. And school board members, who seldom draw editorial ire, were again

slightly more upbeat in their assessment.

But when asked to compare their treatment with that afforded white public

figures, BIDOs unloaded on the local press. Three-fourths agreed whites had more

"influence" with the press, with legislators agreeing most.

Two-thirds agreed that coverage of black and white officials was different

and unequal, with white officials receiving "more favorable news coverage."

Legislator agreement was significantly greater than for mayors or school board

members. The perceived discrimination was clearly racial; only slightly more

than a third of BEOs believed belonging to the publisher's political party would

enhance one's news coverage.

Why were legislators more critical on these items? Black mayors are "big

frogs in small ponds," and most school board members have--or seek--relatively

little direct press contact or coverage. A black legislator trying to present

his/her programs or initiatives in a large community's newspaper, on the other

hand, must vie for limited newsspace with that community's mayor, councilmen,

other legislators and myriad other government or political news figures. Most

of these competitors for newsspace are, of course, white.



School board members' more positive view of the press--or their relative

lack of contact with members of the press!--was evidenced in their description

of the reporter they work with. Board members were significantly less likely

than mayors to brand the reporter an adversary, but significantly more likely

than mayor or legislator to call the reporter a "supporter." There were no

significant between-sample differences on views of reporter fairness, accuracy

and freedom from bias.

Given the animosity toward the press and press coverage of the black com-

munity, how useful could tLe news media be for BECs seeking to monitor con-

stituent opinion or make a dIcision affecting those constituents?

Table Five provides between-sample differences on mean usefulness scores,

and percentages calling sources "Useful" or "Very Useful" for three news media

sources (newspaper, television and radio), and three types of job information.

For contrast purposes, we also elicited responses on usefulness of these sources

in the BEO's personal life.

Table Five also examines within-sample between-media differences. That is,

it examines whether, for example, school board members' rating of newspapers for

constituent infmation is significantly greater than the board members' rating

for television.

Generally speaking, the three news media received their highest usefulness

ratings for keeping up with "which way the wind was blowing" in city hall or the

statehouse; i.e., what was happening "in local government" (as the question was

worded for mayors and school board members) and "in state government" (wording

for legislators). Newspapers enjoyed significantly more support than television

and radio within each sample, with over half of respondents calling them "Use-

ful" or "Very Useful" for "information about what is happening in local/state

goverment."
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As anticipated, news media received their poorest ratings for job decision

information, though newspapers were rated significantly more useful than tele-

vision or radio by school board members. No source, however, was judged "useful"

by more than 31% of the respondents in any of the three samples.

For constituent monitoring, newspapers were again judged to be signifi-

cantly more useful than television or radio by the school board sample. Though

there were no significant between-media differences among legislators and may-

ors, those samples actually gave more positive ratings of news media than did

board members.

News media also received low usefulness ratings for personal information

needs, with the sample of legislators giving significantly lower ratings than

mayors or board members for all three media sources. The highest usefulness

rating among legislators for personal information was for radio, and even then

only one in five saw radio as useful. None of the three samples indicated

between-media differences for personal information.

Conclusions

Despite the fact that the response rate for all three samples was low, we

feel some tentative conclusions might be offered.

It could be said that BECs literally have no use" for the white press.

They find press coverage of the black community to be insensitive (to black

issues and concerns of blacks), incomplete (in failing to cover black news) and

inappropriate (whether involved in crime or in education or the professions,

blacks are not treated fairly).

Not surprisingly then, BECs don't find news media particularly useful for

finding out what is going on in the black community, whether for, tracking

constituent concerns or for making a decision affecting those constituents.

Only for tracking what is going on around them at city hall or at the statehouse

do they provide even a lukewarm evaluation of news media usefulness. Predict-



ably, newspapers were rated the best (most useful) cc a bad lot.

What is if not surprising then at least provocative to us is the sentiment

among so many BEOs that white readers would not complain if the newspaper

improved its black news coverage. "Giving the (majority white) public what it

wants" is often offered as an off-the-record justification for not improving

minority coverage. For BEOs, that argument is not justified; instead they cite

publishers who simi'y aren't concerned with black issues.

BEOs endorsed an array of recommendations for improving black community

coverage, revealing remarkable patience simply by completing these questionnaire

items; many were 20-year-old Kerner recommendations that still haven't come to

pass.

The intensity--and in most cases unanimity--of BEO responses to most items

represents an important statement on how deeply these experts on coverage of the

black community feel about the inadequacy of that coverage.

But there were some differences among BEOs that are intriguing, in terms of

the context they provide for views on community coverage, and for what they tell

us about how newspapers treat BEOs.

Black legislators, for example, come from larger metropolitan communities

and larger constit'iencies than the mayors or most school board members in this

study. Legislators face more of a struggle than small-town mayors when it comes

to having their voices heard in the news media. The struggle is over newshole

space or airtime.

All the combatants--white or black--in that struggle are striving to be

heard. And all often run head-on into the "adversary press" buzzsaw. But

according to black legislators, some combatants are more equal than others. Not

surprisingly, black legislators are highly critical in describing their own

relations with the news media.



The small-town black mayors in this study don't face as much of a struggle

to be heard. In fact, there are few in a small town who can compete for news

coverage on an equal plane with the mayor, except perhaps at election time.

Small-town papers are traditionally less aggressive than their large-city coun-

terparts.

Black school board members are also comparatively unscarred by too much

contact with the news media. The stakes in their work are comparatively lower,

and less newsworthy, and because of the aura of "serving the common good" that

accompanies working to improve public education, they are typically spared

contact with journalists working in an aggressive or adversary mode.

Much of this discussion, of course, is interpretative. We recognize fully

the limitations of our low-response, mail survey data gathering procedure. We

have tried nonetheless to examine the relationship of black elected leaders to

the press as a nexus, where adversary dimensions meet racial dimensions; where

BEOs are objects of coverage, experts on quality of coverage, and potential

users of coverage for decision making.

We're not suggesting necessarily that newspapers should serve as "data

gathering" organs for BM:, -or any elected official--to make sure constituent

concerns are heard. Nor are we suggesting that news organizations drop their

traditional watchdog position in favor of a "kid gloves" approach. All levels

of government need that scrutiny.

But to the extent that news media neglect meaningful, "useful" coverage of

any segment of the electorate, they may be unable to perform a potentially

critical linking function that could serve both the public and the elected

official.

And to the extent that the news media are unable to shake the persistent

and perhaps unwarranted perception that they are primarily and unremittingly the

adversaries of the elected representatives of the people--and that race is a key



factor hi how adversarial the relationship will be--they may be unable to shake

the distrust they have earned among black leaders and citizens.
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TABLE ONE

Characteristics of Sampled Black Officials at Three Levels of Government

School
Board Mayors

State
Legislators

Mean age in years 51.8 52.3 48.7
Modal age in years 45 43 37

Mean education in years 22.6 21.9 20.9
Modal education in years 16 18 19

Political party identification % % %

Democrat 83 74 99

Republican 5 11 0

Independent 12 14 1

TOTAL 100 100 100

(n=) (359) (80) (113)

Community sizea % % %

Fewer than 25,000 40 74 4

25,000 to 100,000 28 17 25

More than 100,000 32 9 71

TOTAL 100 100 100

(n =) (359) (78) (113)

a Chi-square, for the frequencies represented by these

percentages is 118.73, with 4 d.f. (p<.0001).
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TABLE TWO

Percentage1 and Mean Agreement of Black Officials at Three Levels of Government
on Local Press Performance in Covering Blacks and the Black Community

(1=Strongly Disagree, 5=Strongly Agree)

TOTAL
School
Board
mean

Mayors
mean

State
Legislators

mean
(%) (%) (%) (%)

My community newspaper does a good job in 2.50 2.71 2.34
providing news coverage of the black
community.

(24) (25) (31) (19)

My community newspaper fails to report a 3.73a 3.77b 4.11aib
number of stories of interest and
importance to blacks.

(70) (68) (63) (81)

My community newspaper does not understand 3.71 3.78 3.94
some issues which involve blacks in
the community.

(70) (68) (67) (78)

The publisher of my community newspaper
is concerned about issues that are
important to black readers.

(22)

2.54

(21)

2.69

(26)

2.53
(21)

White readers would complain to the 3.05a 2.97b 2.62aib
publisher if my community paper
began to cover news of interest
to blacks.

(27) (31) (24) (15)

My community newspaper provides fair
and balanced coverage without
regard to race to news concerning
blacks involved in:

Public office 2.68 2.62 2.45
(29) (32) (27) (23)

Crime 2.45 2.71 2.32
(26) (27) (28) (24)

Business and Industry 2.76 2.94 2.61
(30) (31) (33) (26)

Education 2.77 2.89 2.71
(35) (35) (38) (32)

Professions such as Law
and Medicine 2.71 2.79 2.48

(28) (29) (30) (23)

(Approximate n=) (359) (80) (113)

1
Percentages reflect combined "Agree" and "Strongly Agree" responses.

a'13 Common superscripts indicate a significant (p=.05) difference between means
sharing the superscript. Oneway anova was used, and if the overall F probability was
less than .05, a least significant differences post hoc test was used.
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TABLE THREE

Percentage1 and Mean Agreement of Black Officials at Three Levels of Government
on How Local Press Can Improve Coverage of Blacks and the Black Community

(1=Strongly Disagree, 5=Strongly Agree)

School State
TOTAL Board Mayors Legislators

mean mean mean

My community newspaper would get a better
understanding of matters of interest
to black readers if it:

published a readership survey/
questionnaire specifically to
assess blacks' views of news
coverage.

contacted black elected officials on
a regular basis.

contacted black community leaders in
education, religion, business and
other fields on a regular basis.

hired more black news reporters.

hire& a black editor.

created a specific page for news
about blacks.

published stories from interviews
with me more often.

allowed me to write a regular column.

My community newspaper could do a better
job of reporting news about the public
office I hold by assigning a black
reporter to cover my office.

(Approximate n=)

(%) (%) (%) (%)

3.97 3.95 3.94
(73) (74) (73) (71)

4.24 4.15 4..39

(87) (87) (81) (92)

4.36 4.24 4.44
(91) (91) (87) (92)

4.18a ,b 3.91a,c 4.44b,c
(78) (78) (61) (89)

3.81a 3.72b 4.13a,b
(60) (57) (54) (73)

2.88 3.12 2.69
(27) (27) (31) (22)

3.18a 3.41 3.44a
(42) (39) (47) (45)

2.94 2.89 3.15
(24) (23) (18) (30)

3.43a 3.66 3.73a
(49) (44) (52) (58)

(359) (80) (113)

1
Percentages reflect combined "Agree" and "Strongly Agree" responses.

ailb Common superscripts indicate a significant (p=x5) difference between means
sharing the superscript. Oneway anova was used, and if the overall F probability was
less than .05, a least significant differences post hoc test was used.
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TABLE FOUR

Percentage) and lean Agreement of Black Officials at Three Levels of Governmenton Adversary, Objective or Cooperative Relationship with Local Press
(1=Strongly Disagree, 5=Strongly Agree)

School State
TOTAL Board Mayors Legislators

mean mean mean
(%)

My community newspaper is interested in
reporting favorable news about the (41)
public office I hold.

My community newspaper is interested in
reporting controversy involving the (82)
public office I hold.

At times, my community newspaper has
hindered me in reaching my (38)
objectives as a public official.

At times, my community newspaper has
helped me in reaching my (45)
objectives as a public official.

My community newspaper does a good job
in providing news coverage of the (3°'
public office I hold.

Local opinion columnists who write for
my community newspaper present fair (3h.
and accurate commentary about my
public office.

Sons white elected officials have more
influence with my community (73)
newspaper than I do.

There is a difference in the way my 3.70a 3.67b 4.02a,bcommunity newspaper covers news (66) (63) (64) (76)about white elected and black
elected officials.

(%)

2.97

(41)

(%)

3.08

(44)

(%)

2.78

(33)

4.13 4.03 4.19
(83) (75) (86)

3.04 3.17 3.30
(35) (42) (45)

3.19 3.09 3.18
(44) (44) (47)

2.98a 2.69 2.69a
(42) (35) (30)

5 2.70 2.72
(34) (27) (29)

3.98 3.83 4.16
(72). (67) (80)

In general, white elected officials 3.71a 3.60b 3.98a,b
receive more favorable news (67) (66) (63) (75)coverage in my community
newspapers than do black officials.

(CONTINUED)
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TABLE FOUR
(continued)

School State
TOTAL Board Mayors Legislators

mean mean mean
(%) (%) (%) :%)

An elected official who is L member of 3.27 3.25 3.33
the same political party as the (38) (38) (35) (39)
publisher of my community newspaper
has a better chance of getting news
coverage than someone of a different
party.

The reporter I deal with at my community
newspaper can be described as:

An adversary

(31)

2.94a
(27)

3.41a
(45)

3.09

(32)

A supporter 3.21a,b 2.83a 2.94b
(35) (41) (25) (23)

A friend 2.90 2.84 2.91
(23) (24) (27) (19)

An opponent 2.81 2.98 2.95
(21) (19) (29) (23)

Fair 3.46 3.46 3.40
(60) (60) (61) (59)

Accurate 3.15 3.22 3.29
(46) (44) (49) (50)

Biased 3.20 3.40 3.15
(42) (41) (44) (41)

(Approximate n=) (359) (80) (113)

1
Percentages reflect combined "Agree" and "Strongly Agree" responses.

alb Common superscripts indicate a significant (1)..05) difference between means
sharing the superscript. Oneway anova was used, and if the overall F probability was
less than .05, a least significant differences post hoc test was used.
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TABLE FIVE

Percentage1 and Mean Usefulness for Black Officials at Three Levels of Government
on Usefulness of News Media as Information Sources

(1=Not at All Useful, 5=Very Useful)

Usefulness for information on what
issues are on the mind of your
constituents.

newspapers

television

radio

TOTAL

(%)

(34)

(31)

(33)

School
Board Mayors
mean mean

(%) (%)

2.93 3.21
(30) 43)

2.81 3.07
(30) (37)

2.88 2.97

(32) (35)

State
Legislators

mean

(%)

3.04
(42)

2.92
(30)

3.02
(37)

Usefulness for information about what
is happening in local/state
government.

newspapers 3.47- 3.35 3.32
(52)

[

(55) (49) (46)

television 3.17 2.99 3.08
(43) (47) (37) (36)

radio 3.11-' 3.21
(46) (49) (44) (38)

Usefulness for information for making
decisions in your job as legislator/
public official.

newspapers 2.89 2.83
(30) (29) (31) (30)

television 2.66 2.74 2.67
(24) (24) (28) (21)

radio 2.69 2.80 2.71
(26) (26) (28) (24)

1
Percentages reflect collapsed "Useful" and "Very Useful" category.

a,b
Common superscripts indicate a significant (pos) difference BETWEEN sample

means sharing the superscript. Oneway anova was used, and if the overall F proba-
bility was less than .05, a least significant differences post hoc test was used.

VERTICAL lines join means within each sample that are significantly different at the
p<.05 level, by the correlated t-test.

(CONTINUED)



TABLE FIVE
(Continued)

TOTAL

(%)

School
Board
mean
(%)

Mayors
mean
(%)

State
Legislators

mean
(%)

Usefulness for information useful in
your personal life.

newspapers 2.86a 2.90b 2.33a,b
(32) (36) (39) (15)

television 2.84a 2.96b 2.40'13
(31) (33) (40) (18)

radio 2.77a 2.81b 2.38a,b
(30) (33) (34) (20)

1
Percentages reflect collapsed "Useful" and "Very Useful" category.

alb Common superscripts indicate a significant (po5) difference BETWEEN samplemeans sharing the superscript. Oneway anova was used, and if the overall F proba-bility was less than .05, a least significant differences post hoc test was used.

VERTICAL lines join rot 's within each sample that
are sicr.lificantly different at thep<.05 level, by the co .related t-test.
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